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What to expect on the Tournament of Towns
Outlook for newcomers

Processes and Operations

The Process is a sequence of operations applied to an object.

The Processes are often used in a class of problems when one is asked “to prove that (something) is
possible”, to create a strategy or to build an algorithm, to estimate a variable, to gradually simplify
a problem and to construct an object with given properties.

Important: Organizing the process one must be sure that it eventually STOPS. To prove this one
need to construct a Semi Invariant (a variable that changes in one direction).

Note, that Iterations, Mathematical Induction and Method of Descent are examples of the processes.

Problems

1. From a paper triangle a parallelogram is cut out. Prove that the area of the parallelogram does
not exceed a half of the triangle area.

2. In the City every road is one-way road. Any two roads intersect at most once. Circular Road
completely encircles the city. Every other road starts and ends on the Circular Road. Roads
split the city into blocks. Prove that at least one block can be circled.

3. Each cell of a m× n table is filled with a number. It is allowed to flip simultaneously the signs
of all numbers in any row or a column. Prove that applying this operation several times one
can always get a table with non-negative sums of the numbers in every row and column.

4. Each member of the Parliament has no more than three foes among the other members. Prove
that the Parliament can be split into two fractions so that each member has no more than one
foe in his fraction.

5. Several dots are marked on the plane. Some of them are connected by segments. If a pair of
the segments intersects then it can be replaced by another pair of the segments which has the
same ends and does not intersect. Can this process continue forever?

Additional Problems

1. From a paper parallelogram a triangle is cut out. Prove that the area of the parallelogram does
not exceed a half of the area of the parallelogram.

2. Four points are marked in a square with side 1. Prove that there are two points at the distance
no more than 1.

3. Each of n identical jars is filled with a paint to (n − 1)/n of its volume. No two jars contain
the same kind of paint. It is allowed to pour out any amount of paint from any jar to another
jar. Can one get the same mixture in all jars? Paint is not disposable and there is no other
empty vessels.
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4. There are n bushes in a row. A hare hides under one of them. A hunter cannot see it and
shoots at any bush of his choice. If the hare happened to be under this bush it is hit; otherwise,
after the shot the hare runs under a neighbouring bush. Is there a strategy that guarantees to
hit the hare?

5. In a group of n people everyone reported on exactly one person. Prove that the group can be
split into three groups such that in each group no one reported on no one.

6. Each city of Wonderland has an odd numbers of roads coming out. On a central square of each
city either black or white flag is established. Every morning one of the cities changes the colour
of the flag if more than half its neighbouring cities have flags of the opposite colour. Can this
process continue forever?

7. (Tournament of Towns 2005, Fall, A-Level, Juniors). There are 1000 pots with honey, each
containing no more than 1/100-th of the total amount. Every day Winnie Puch chooses 100
pots and eats the same amount of honey from each pot. Prove that Winnie can eat all honey
in a finite number of days.

8. (Tournament of Towns 2000, Spring, A-Level, Seniors). Anna, Ben and Chris sit at the round
table passing nuts. Initially Anna has all nuts. She divides them equally between Ben and
Chris and eats a leftover if there is any. Then Ben does the same with his pile, then Chris.
This process keeps repeating: each child divides his/her pile of nuts equally between two other
children and eats a leftover if there is any. Given that the initial number of nuts is greater than
3, prove that at least one nut is eaten.


